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Introduction
This study investigates copyright discourses on YouTube. Through a qualitative content analysis of approximately 200 YouTube videos, we explore how YouTube creators understand copyright law, and how they navigate a highly technical and dynamic copyright enforcement ecosystem. Our findings offer insights into how digitally situated cultural producers are impacted by and respond to automated content moderation. This is important because increasingly lawmakers around the world are asking digital platforms to implement efficient systems for content moderation (Reda, 2019) and yet there is a lack of good information about the stakeholders most directly impacted by these practices. In this study, we provide a systematic analysis of the opinions and strategies of creators who are affected by YouTube’s copyright enforcement measures.

Background and Literature Review
For cultural producers, copyright offers both benefits and harms. Copyright provides authors of original works exclusive rights to their work, which facilitates commodification and market exchange (Ginsburg, 2015). Yet, overly restrictive copyright laws that prevent access to existing resources can also prevent authors from creating and disseminating new work (Lessig, 2008). In digital media and communication environments, this tension often plays out as a battle between larger established creative industries entities--such as major record labels, movie studios and broadcasters--and smaller independent producers who are native to digital creation and dissemination ecosystems (Cunningham & Flew, 2019). As one of the largest and most widely-used platforms for content creation and dissemination globally (YouTube, 2020),
YouTube is a prominent staging ground for contests between large entertainment industry copyright owners and independent producers.

In digital spaces, copyright enforcement is governed in significant part by the private copyright rule-making and enforcement policies of internet platforms (Bridy, 2016; Gray, 2020). On YouTube, copyright owners who participate in YouTube’s rights management programs have available to them a wide and constantly evolving array of tools they can use to contest or remove unlicensed content posted by users to YouTube (Urban et al., 2016). These enforcement measures are justified as in the interest of creators, by protecting their economic rights to remuneration and financial exploitation and their moral rights to attribution and integrity (Edwards et al., 2015a). For many YouTube creators, however, the risk of having a video de-monetised or removed from YouTube due to a copyright claim is relatively high (Gray & Suzor, 2020). YouTubers are required to interact with a complex copyright enforcement system that is highly automated, dynamic, and opaque (Maayan Perel & Niva Elkin-Koren, 2017). Often, when doing so, YouTubers participate in copyright discourses, posting videos sharing their experiences with copyright enforcement. In many of these videos, they offer interpretations of copyright law and explanations of YouTube’s technical systems, and they offer strategies for avoiding copyright strikes or removals. In doing so, these creators directly contribute to discourses surrounding copyright policies and practices that are championed as serving their best interests.

Research by Sophie Bishop (2019) shows how YouTube creators participate in algorithmic gossip, that is, socially informed theories, strategies, and advice, to help navigate YouTube’s recommendation algorithms and how this information can shape production practices on the platform (Bishop, 2020). Previous research has also examined the degree to which rightsholders and rights users engage in and shape copyright law and policy debates in the UK (Edwards et al., 2015). Other research has shown how independent, amateur, or other smaller-scale creators often do not have accurate knowledge of copyright law or lack understanding of why they have been penalised (Pappalardo et al., 2017; Phillips & Street, 2015). These studies did not, however, closely examine the particular copyright knowledge and experiences of YouTube creators. By studying public communications about copyright enforcement made by YouTube creators, we can improve understanding of the impact of automated, opaque and dynamic digital copyright enforcement systems on cultural producers operating in digital media and communication environments.

Methodology
For this study, between November and December 2019, we manually collected a sample of 200 YouTube videos using keyword search terms “Copyright” “Copyright Strike” “Copyright Claim” and “DMCA”. Videos were excluded from analysis if they were non-English language videos and if they were published by a formal institute such as a government or educational organisation. For each video, we logged the video publication date, URL, title, account, channel, hashtags, and number of views, likes, comments, and subscribers. We conducted a pilot study of 20 randomly selected videos, analysing each video in order to develop a codebook. The codebook ultimately included categories for coding sentiment towards copyright law generally and copyright enforcement on YouTube specifically; the accuracy of legal knowledge proffered by
YouTubers; theories of how algorithmic enforcement on YouTube works; and strategies for avoiding a copyright claim, block or demonetisation.

**Initial Results**

Our initial analysis suggests that professional YouTubers have a relatively sophisticated knowledge of copyright law and of YouTube’s copyright enforcement system, in contrast to creators from more traditional creative industries sectors, such as music, filmmaking and visual art (Pappalardo et al., 2017; Phillips & Street, 2015). They demonstrate a largely accurate knowledge of issues such as copyright subsistence, copyright exceptions, and permission and remuneration requirements. Initial results also suggest a highly negative sentiment towards YouTube’s copyright enforcement system is shared among YouTube creators, with creators frequently expressing frustration that the system is unfair, broken and biased towards the interests of large media and entertainment corporations. Overall, our preliminary analysis suggests YouTube’s copyright enforcement system represents an outsized force on YouTube, influencing the creative practice of YouTubers, and, by participating in copyright discourses, YouTube creators, unlike their offline counterparts, have become highly adept at navigating copyright law enforcement.
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